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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In support of the resource consent application being lodged by Panuku Development Auckland (Panuku), for the 36th
America’s Cup (AC36) syndicate bases and associated infrastructure, 4Sight Consulting (4Sight) has been
commissioned to review the Hazardous Substances control zones, and to some extent hazardous area atmosphere
impacts and highlight potential compliance non‐conformances, as well as identifying potential mitigations, focusing
on physical infrastructure changes only.
4Sight’s review incorporates a high‐level options assessment in regard to risk mitigations and compliance solutions, in
order to help ensure a So Far As Is Reasonably Practicable (SFAIRP) reduction in risk for the increased population
density and associated proposed activities for AC36, as well as other regulatory compliance e.g. Resource
Management Act (1991).
The Wynyard Basin proposal includes the following:


Construction of three single boat bases (Bases 6, 7 and 8) along the southern part of Wynyard Wharf across
Brigham Street from the bulk liquids facilities. The bases will be situated on an area currently housing pipelines
that supply the bulk liquids terminals from Wynyard Wharf.



Construction of five larger double boat bases (Bases 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) at Halsey Wharf.



Superyacht moorings in the sheltered waterspace behind new breakwaters between Wynyard Wharf and Halsey
Wharf.



Relocation of the Sealink ferry and seaplane bases at the south end of Wynyard Wharf with the establishment of
the Ferry and Fishing Industry Relocation Facility (FFIRF) on Hamer Street.

This risk review covers the proposed impact, compliance and associated risk profile increases in line with the expansion
and changes in the land use along Brigham Street, the FFIRF relocation to Hamer Street, and the bulk liquid supply
pipeline relocations. Details are provided on changes in risk profiles, compliance, high level bulk liquid supply pipeline
relocations options and the associated risks and potential mitigations.
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HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES CONTROL ZONES RISK PROFILE

2.1 Background
Hazardous Substances control zone drawings have been produced by Aurecon Group Brand Pty. Ltd (Aurecon) for
Stolthaven New Zealand Limited (Stolthaven) who own and operate three of the four Hazardous Substances
Infrastructure sites.
4Sight’s review has been based on the siting of the following plans:


HSNO Protected & Public Places Separation Distances Sites 1A & 2A, Drawing LAY‐001, Rev A;



HSNO Protected & Public Places Separation Distances Hamer Street Site, Drawing LAY‐002, Rev A; and



Berth Hazardous Area Envelope Wharf Development ‐ Tanker in Port, Drawing LAY‐003, Rev B.

For commercial reasons these plans have not been reproduced in this report, it is understood their approval for public
release is pending.
A layout plan, Civil Drawing 3, Wynyard Basin, Wharf Layout, Plan 3233847‐CA‐003 Rev. D, produced by Beca for
Panuku of the proposed Wynyard Basin location option is provided as Appendix 1. Additional annotation has been
made to the plan to illustrate Stolthaven sites, Brigham Street bulk liquids supply pipeline, FFIRF and tank numbers.
A further detailed Hazardous Substances regulatory and standards based assessment will be required when the
location of the bulk liquids pipeline from Wynyard Wharf is finalised and a detailed design is completed for the
proposed Wharf Development.
The Hazardous Substances control zone drawings listed above, which were produced by Aurecon for Stolthaven are
based on the Health and Safety at Work (Hazardous Substances) Regulations 2017 (Hazardous Substances Regulations)
and specify distance tables, in line with Schedule 12 of the Hazardous Substances Regulations. The drawings reflect
the (inner) Public Places and the (outer) Protected Places Control zone envelopes for, Stolthaven ‘South’, Stolthaven
‘1A’ and Stolthaven ‘2.A’.
A review of the Protected Places and Public Places zonal drawings, in line with the distance tables produced by Aurecon
have been reviewed by 4Sight.
Although the drawings did not have a scale for annotated accuracy comparisons, the distance tables are in line with;


Hazardous Substances Regulations; Regulations ‐ (definitions), “Protected Place”, clause a, i – iv, and clause b;



Hazardous Substances Regulations; Part 11, clause 11.9, a, b and c; and



Hazardous Substances Regulations; Schedule 12, table 5.

It is therefore the opinion of 4Sight that the drawings reviewed, as per the detail provided, are in line with Regulatory
specified distances for both Public Places control zones and Protected Places control zones.
2.1.1 Hazardous Substances Regulations Assessment
The plans and schedule produced by Aurecon, on behalf of Stolthaven reflect the Public Places and Protected places
control zones from the stationary hazardous substances goods storage.
The Hazardous Substances control zone definitions are provided below;
Public Place –
“(a) means a place (other than private property or a protected place) that is open to, and frequented by, the public;
and (b) includes a public road”
The outer zone, namely the “Protected Place” zone is defined as:
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Protected Place –
“(a) includes ‐
(i) a dwelling, residential building, place of worship, public building, school or college, hospital, child care facility, or
theatre, or any building or open area in which persons are accustomed to assemble in large numbers, whether within
or outside the property boundary of a place where a hazardous substance location is situated:
(ii) any factory, workshop, office, store, warehouse, shop, or building where persons are regularly employed, whether
within or outside the property boundary of a place where a hazardous substance location is situated:
(iii) a ship lying at permanent berthing facilities:
(iv) a public railway; but
(b) does not include a small office or other small building associated with a place where storage, handling, use,
manufacture, or disposal of a class 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 8 substance is a major function”
Control zones are taken from the exterior of storage containers/tanks and from process specific plant/equipment
which are specifically referenced in the Hazardous Substances Regulations.
The Hazardous Substances control zones for the fourth operator, namely Bulk Storage Terminals Limited (BST) have
not been provided to 4Sight and therefore any impact or changes to the risk profile from BST is excluded from this
review.
The Hazardous Substances control zones as per the Hazardous Substances Regulations are risk based and to a larger
extent are proportional to the inherent risk.
The inherent risk is largely based on normal operating conditions, and is therefore not considered as a quantitative
potential risk profile.
The quantitative risk study and report produced by Sherpa Consulting Pty Ltd (Sherpa), titled Quantitative Risk
Assessment, America’s Cup Proposal ‐ Risk Implications, Wynyard Quarter, dated 8th January 2018, covers the
quantitative risk profile, evaluating societal risks, in the event of Major Accident Incidents. The quantitative risk
studies produced by Sherpa are excluded from this review.
2.1.2 Hazardous Area zones
Hazardous area atmosphere zones are uniquely different to the Hazardous Substances control zones and therefore
require separate evaluation.
Hazardous area atmosphere zones, similar to Hazardous Substances control zones, are largely based on inherent risk
under normal operating conditions, and are zoned proportionally to the likelihood of the presence or potential
presence of a hazardous area atmosphere/release i.e. flammable vapour.
The hazardous area atmosphere distance schedules, standards reference, and drawings have not been provided, apart
from for the Stolthaven tanker ship berth and associated transfer couplings, which have been assessed in accordance
with The Handling and Transport of Dangerous Cargoes in Port Areas standard (AS 3846:2005) ‐ Section 8.
Although the hazardous area sources of potential release, calculations and drawings have not been provided for
stationary hazardous goods storage for Stolthaven and BST, it is assumed that the standards based associated controls
would not be compromised by any physical infrastructure change as per the proposed redevelopment.

2.2 Proposed infrastructure changes ‐ overview
The wharf expansion to the East of Brigham Street is proposed to house three single boat bases (Bases 6, 7 and 8).
The bases are to include a multi‐story office/amenity building, as well as an undercover boat storage area. Each base
will have an open area used for storage and manoeuvrability of hulls, masts and associated sailing materials. This area
will not be accessible to the general public.
Existing Hazardous Goods Storage/Transfer Terminals operate to the West of the proposed Brigham Street bases,
namely Stolthaven ‘South’, Stolthaven ‘1A’, and to the North; Stolthaven ‘2A’. Additionally, under the proposed wharf
redevelopment, the establishment of the FFIRF on Hamer Street needs to be considered (covered under section 3).
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2.3 Proposed infrastructure changes ‐ Wynyard Basin Bases 6 and 7
The BST Hazardous Goods Storage/Transfer Terminal, which is located to the West of the Southern base(s) is excluded
from scope due to the absence of detail provided, however it is assumed that no regulatory or standards based control
zones would be further impacted by any physical infrastructure change as per the proposed redevelopment, therefore
infrastructure changes would not have any material effect to compliance and/or non‐conformances.
Bases 6 and 7, adjacent to Stolthaven ‘South’ have no Hazardous Substances control zone compliance implications
associated with physical infrastructure changes relating to bases 6 and 7, in terms of Public and Protected Places
control zones, where these zones originate from Stolthaven ‘South’.
It can be reasonably assumed that no material effects, due to the physical infrastructure changes relating to bases 6
and 7 will occur due to standards based hazardous area atmospheres originating from Stolthaven ‘South’.
Table 1 incorporates a breakdown of compliance risks, references and mitigations associated directly with bases 6 and
7, in terms of Hazardous Substance regulatory and standards based compliance, excluding BST.
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Table 1: Proposed Bases 6 and 7 risks associated with land use changes.
Risk Type

Risk Source

Risk Impact

Compliance References

Mitigation Options

Hazardous
Substances
Regulations

Public Places control
zones from – Stolthaven
‘South’

none

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Regulations –
(definitions), “Public Place”,
clause a and b.

None required for bases 6 and 7 infrastructures

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Part 11, clause 11.9,
a, b and c.
Hazardous
Substances
Regulations

Protected Places control
zones from – Stolthaven
‘South’

none

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Regulations –
(definitions), “Protected Place”,
clause a, i – iv, and clause b.

None required for bases 6 and 7 infrastructures

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Part 11, clause 11.9,
a, b and c.
Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Schedule 12, table 5.
Standards based
Hazardous Area

Zone 1 and Zone 2
Hazardous Area zones
from – Stolthaven
‘South’

none

Hazardous Substances
Regulations – General;

None required for bases 6 and 7 infrastructures

Health and Safety at Work
(Hazardous Substances)
Regulations 2017 ‐ Part 10.6.
AS/NZS 60079 (various subsets);
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2.4 Proposed infrastructure changes ‐ Wynyard Basin Base 8
Base 8, adjacent to the ASB car park and Stolthaven ‘1A’, and just South of the tanker ship berthing has no Hazardous
Substances control zone compliance implications associated with physical infrastructure changes, in terms of Public
and Protected Places control zones, where these zones originate from Stolthaven ‘1A.’
It can be reasonably assumed that no material effects due to the physical infrastructure changes relating to base 8 will
occur due to standards based hazardous area atmospheres originating from Stolthaven ‘1A’.
The ignition exclusion zone, (outer hazardous area atmosphere), originating from the tanker ship (when berthed and
loading/unloading), as per AS 3846‐2006, Section 8 has been accommodated by altering base 8’s building footprint,
to eliminate the encroachment.
Further risk assessment and controls may be required to be undertaken, to ensure, although outside of the hazardous
area atmosphere, that no sources of ignition can be brought into the abutting hazardous area atmosphere zone.
Table 2 incorporates a breakdown of compliance risks, references and mitigations associated directly with base 8 in
terms of Hazardous Substance regulatory and standards based compliance, associated from Stolthaven ‘1A’ and the
tanker ship (during product transfer).
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Table 2: Proposed Base 8 risks associated with land use changes.
Risk Type

Risk Source

Risk Impact

Compliance References

Mitigation Options

Hazardous Substances
Regulations

Public Places control
zones from – Stolthaven
‘1A’

none

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Regulations –
(definitions), “Public Place”,
clause a and b.

None required for base 8 infrastructure

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Part 11, clause
11.9, a, b and c.
Hazardous Substances
Regulations

Protected Places control
zones from – Stolthaven
‘South’

none

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Regulations –
(definitions), “Protected Place”,
clause a, i – iv, and clause b.

None required for base 8 infrastructure

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Part 11, clause
11.9, a, b and c.
Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Schedule 12, table
5.
Standards based
Hazardous Area

Hazardous Area zones
from – Stolthaven ‘1A’

none

Hazardous Substances
Regulations – General;

None required for base 8 infrastructure

Health and Safety at Work
(Hazardous Substances)
Regulations 2017 ‐ Part 10.6.
AS/NZS 60079 (various subsets);
Standards based
Hazardous Area

Hazardous Area zones
from tanker ship (during
product transfer)

No direct hazardous area
zone encroachment over
base 8 infrastructure.
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No direct non‐conformances, although detailed design
requires controls to be incorporated, ensuring no sources of
ignition are able to be directed towards, or within the
abutting ignition exclusion zone
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Risk Type

Risk Source

Risk Impact
Ignition source exclusion
zone in close proximity to
base 8 infrastructure.
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Mitigation Options
Potential mitigations –


Vapour screen between recess of base 8 and adjoining
ignition exclusion zone



Physical barrier, preventing access and signage
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2.5 Proposed Ferry and Fishing Industry Relocation Facility (FFIRF)
The FFIRF development located at 108 Hamer Street, abuts the Stolthaven ‘2A’ boundary.
Stolthaven ‘2A’’ Protected Places control zone extends beyond the boundary, encroaching over the proposed FFIRF
Wharf access road, which forms part of the FFIRF site layout.
Although the zone encroachment is not permissible across boundaries, the activities within the encroachment
appear not to be in breach of the associated restrictions.
A cross boundary agreement (or similar), approved by WorkSafeNZ is required to be undertaken under the
Hazardous Substances Regulations, where FFIRF needs to grant permission to Stolthaven for the encroachment of
the zone.
If future infrastructure or layout changes occur within the FFIRF’s boundary which is encroached by the control zone,
where this contravenes the permissible activity in the future, Stolthaven would need to make the site ‘2A’
retrospectively compliant.
For the purposes of direct infrastructure changes being proposed, this report concludes that the compliance risks
associated with the boundary encroachment in terms of the supplied information, including FFIRF’s associated land
use, is low and should be able to be resolved.
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Table 3: Proposed Ferry & Fishing Industry Relocation Facility (FFIRF) risks associated with land use changes.
Risk Type

Risk Source

Risk Impact

Compliance References

Mitigation Options

Hazardous
Substances
Regulations

Public Places control
zones from – Stolthaven
‘2A’

none

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Regulations –
(definitions), “Public Place”,
clause a and b.

None required for FFRIF infrastructure changes

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Part 11, clause 11.9,
a, b and c.
Hazardous
Substances
Regulations

Protected Places control
zones from – Stolthaven
‘South’

Encroachment over FFIRF
Wharf Access Road,
abutting Stolthaven ‘2A’

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Regulations –
(definitions), “Protected Place”,
clause a, i – iv, and clause b.

Cross‐boundary agreement for Protected places zonal
encroachment area between Stolthaven ‘2A’ and FFIRF, OR ‐

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Part 11, clause 11.9,
a, b and c.



Dispensation application through Worksafe NZ, for reduction in
control zone separation distance, through means such as;
Physical barrier, truncating zone within Stolthaven ‘2A’
boundary, which may require a 3‐hour fire rated wall, or
other mitigations such as vapour screens etc.

Hazardous Substances
Regulations; Schedule 12, table 5.
Standards based
Hazardous Area

Zone 1 and Zone 2
Hazardous Area zones
from – Stolthaven ‘2A’

none
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2.6 Proposed infrastructure changes ‐ Brigham Street Pipelines
To accommodate the wharf extensions to house the three single bases along Brigham Street, the current Stolthaven
tanker ship transfer pipelines and other services need to be replaced and re‐directed to accommodate the
infrastructure/wharf expansions.
The Stolthaven tanker ship transfer pipelines run parallel to Brigham Street, along the outside of the wharf on pipe
supports/cradles. The transfer pipes run from the BST/Stolthaven ‘South’ border to the Northern tanker ship berth
location.
There are two overhead pipe‐bridges, which cross Brigham Street at the bases location (South) and North of Brigham
Street between the tanker ship berth transfer point location and Stolthaven site ‘1A’.
Other smaller bore pipelines run aboveground between Brigham Street and other berths, including decommissioned
carbon steel pipelines, waste‐water and potable water supply lines and other un‐identifiable services.
The overhead pipe‐bridge, which crosses Brigham Street at the bases location (South) Brigham Street needs to be
removed to accommodate the bases infrastructure works and the seawall strengthening and further wharf extension.
The Northern overhead pipe‐bridge is close to its maximum load bearing rating and therefore cannot be utilised for
any additional pipelines, where new pipe‐lines would require to be trenched across Brigham Street, or a new pipe‐
bridge commissioned.
Limited detail has been provided on the material selection requirements and the varying products which are conveyed
through each transfer pipeline, however this report concludes that the options available, will allow for a compliant
replacement and re‐direction of the required services, currently running along the Brigham Street Wharf.
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Table 4: Brigham Street Pipelines relocation options.
Option

Scope

Risks

Comments

Replacing tanker ship
transfer pipelines, by
trenching across
Brigham Street

Running new pipelines from the tanker ship
transfer connections points, trenching across
Brigham Street, to Stolthaven ‘1A’ boundary.

Existing services, likely to interfere with
excavations.

Further options evaluations required as
information is made available.

Replacing tanker ship
transfer pipelines, by
crossing Brigham Street
with a new raised pipe‐
bridge

Running new pipelines from the tanker ship
transfer connections points, by crossing Brigham
Street with a new overhead pipe‐bridge to
Stolthaven ‘1A’ boundary.

From Stolthaven ‘1A’ to Stolthaven ‘South’ using
a combination of trenching and aboveground
pipework, within Stolthaven boundaries, where
possible.

No Regulatory or Standards based compliance
concerns.

Pipe‐bridge design complications.
No Regulatory or Standards based compliance
concerns.

Further options evaluations required as
information is made available.

From Stolthaven ‘1A’ to Stolthaven ‘South’ using
a combination of trenching and aboveground
pipework, within Stolthaven boundary, where
possible.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report reviews the Hazardous Substances control zones, and to some extent hazardous area atmosphere impacts,
and highlights potential compliance non‐conformances, as well as identifying potential mitigations, focusing on
physical infrastructure changes only. The report does not cover other potential compliance risks, which are outside of
the proposed development of Wynyard Wharf, the FFIRF relocation on Hamer Street and the bulk liquid supply
pipeline relocation options.
This report concludes, that the documentation reviewed is accurate. In addition, based on the information provided,
the infrastructure changes in direct relation to areas occupied by and structures for bases 6, 7 and 8, as well as the
relocation of FFIRF complies, apart from a minor non‐conformance relating to the Public Places zonal encroachment
from Stolthaven ‘2A’ over the FFIRF boundary would not create non‐conformance under the Hazardous Substances
Regulations.
It should be noted that further potential hazard/risk management assessments are required to ensure risk is reduced
SFAIRP in relation to the area between base 8 and the tanker ship ignition source exclusion zone.
The pipeline replacement options are limited in terms of available pipe‐run locations, however the options assessed
at a high level do not highlight any potential compliance concerns or increased risk profiles. The replacement of the
transfer lines, would likely reduce the risk profiles of the current pipelines, including risks associated with their current
location.
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Appendix A:
Civil Drawing 3, Wynyard Basin, Wharf Layout, Plan 3233847‐CA‐003 Rev. D
(with addition tank annotation)
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